army and others remained loyal to the Union. For Lydia Lane, army life apparently was a succession of moves from one isolated post to another. She described in much detail the variety of problems she had in trying to be a homemaker. Written to inform her children of what life was like, the author seems to have felt that the officers of the 1890s and their wives had it easy; the "good old days" were much tougher.
The reader must wonder, however, why this book was reprinted. It consists mainly of accounts of travels across the plains, and tells us almost nothing about life at an army post, or even what it was like to raise a family in the frontier army. There is only casual mention of the author's children and little about her husband. Based on this memoir, the reader would come to the conclusion that much of Lane's life was a succession of trips back and forth across the plains in bumpy wagons. The introduction by Darlis Miller summarizes much of the book and provides some background information, but really does not add much to the paucity of information provided in the autobiography. Since there are better and more inclusive memoirs of officers' wives from this time period, it is questionable whether this particular work deserved republication.
Taken together these two books provide some insight into the life and times of the frontier army. Lane's autobiography is so narrow in scope, however, as to be almost useless. Hutton's biographical sketches are interesting but lose much of their value because of the lack of any overall analysis or focus. The reader interested in learning more about life in the frontier army should turn elsewhere, especially to Edward Coffman's The Old Army, rather than to these two volumes. OHIO torians have a sharp sense that their regional history has been deformed in the readings of eastern scholars, and that their proud tradition has been somehow dinünished. Thus, historians labeled both 'eastern" and "feminist" are understood to have described the women of the western frontiers as victimized by hard work and an aggressively patriarchal frontier society. Western historians prefer to find the women of their past empowered by the westering experience. Fairbanks's intention, therefore, is to give us a reading of the fiction of prairie women writers as containing, in her words, "ideal Frontier Heroes" (167). This may be a justifiable cause in which to be enlisted, but the polemics of her argument take up a good deal of the book. Refuting one's colleagues, however heady an exercise to the participant scholars, is seldom as interesting to the general reader. It is also problematical in this case because Fairbanks's refutation of Kolodny's idea of women making "a garden" of their wilderness home is based on misunderstanding. Kolodny's phrase was offered as a metaphor for a complex cultural attitude, not necessarily as a literal reference.
One may want to read that true female "Frontier Heroes" exist, indeed that they fill the novels of women writers of the prairie regions, that they are "robust, enthusiastic, independent" homesteaders, but the argument becomes insistent. Fairbanks extols novels when heroines fit the catechism, and sets them aside when they do not. But even Fairbanks admits that women novelists are "reticent on such subjects (uterine madness, female problems [such as] prolapsus uteri, menstruation) as though they had entered a conspiracy with their foremothers to discuss nothing that those women . . . had not been willing to reveal" (111-12).
Fairbanks does retrieve the works of n:\any prairie women writers who have not previously been part of the canon of recognized works, and she provides a patient review of their contents. The more works we know and read, the closer we come to an accurate reading of the lives of women during the years of frontier settlement. But prairie women writers are as complex as those who wrote in Boston or in Philadelphia. One has to adjust for a society that did not encourage women to consider themselves as authors; that imposed restrictions on discussions closest to women's lives, childbearing and the consequences of childbearing; that placed taboos on revelations of sexuality and family violence. We may need to correct, too, for women's needs to earn money by writing as much as by selling eggs.
Regional writing is not a simple form. Landscape is a complex weaving of the natural world with one's perceptions of the natural world, and those perceptions are functions of language and of gender, of class and of race, and of cultural attitudes. The discovery of female 'Frontier Heroes' may represent the fiction of an innocent time and it may be a reading of fiction that reassures those who want to be reassured, but it is not the whole story of prairie women or their literature any more than Frontier Heroes is a sufficient literary category to describe the lives of men.
